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Activity/Subject Hazard Persons 

in 
Danger 

Severity 
(1-6) 

Likelihood 
(1-6) 

Risk 
Rating 
(1-36) 

Control Measures 

Floats travelling 

to carnival 

Risk of people or 

displays falling from 
float 

Public / 

Persons on 
Float 

6 3 18 No one allowed to travel to the carnival on the float with the 

exception of one person if required to ensure nothing falls off 

during journey, this person must be able to communicate with 
the driver 

Moving floats 

during carnival 
procession 

Risk of people falling 

from float 

Persons on 

Float 

3 1 3 It is recommended that all Children have seats or a seated 

area and remain seated during the procession. All floats 

containing children should be fitted with handrails or children 

should be fitted harnesses, for floats this is mandatory. Floats to

travel no faster than 5mph. Excess consumption of Alcohol is 

banned, entrants and persons deemed as unfit will be removed 

from the procession 

Risk of people 

walking along side 
and in front of 
moving float 

Public 5 2 10 Float organisers to provide a steward to keep an eye out for 

members acting dangerously. Drivers and walking 
supervisor are to maintain extra vigilance along with all 
entrants. Walking supervisor must be able to communicate 
with the driver in order to initiate an emergency stop. Floats 
to travel no faster than 5mph during the procession. 

Persons on float 

being hit by missile 

(Coins) 

Persons on 

float 

2 4 8 Members of the public requested not to throw coins on the 

float and to use donation buckets provide, marshals and 
police to provide assistance 

Falling or lose objects 

on float 

All 4 3 12 Any floats not meeting basic safety requirements will be 

removed from the procession 

Vehicles used in an 

un-roadworthy 
condition 

All 3 3 9 Normal Road traffic act and Road traffic Act Regulations 

Apply to all vehicles taking part in the procession 

Normal road traffic 

causing congestion 

All 5 6 30 Roads to be closed to any vehicle access other than vehicles 

taking part in the procession 
Adequate parking to be provide outside procession perimeter 

Fire Hazards Costumes and display 

materials likely to be 

Flammable 

Public and 

Persons in 
processions 

6 3 18 Where naked flames are likely to be present, sufficient fire 

fighting equipment/personnel  to be kept close 

at hand. 



 

Activity/Subject Hazard Persons 
in 

Danger 

Severity 
(1-6) 

Likelihood 
(1-6) 

Risk Rating 
(1-36) 

Control Measures 

Weather Related Electric Shock Persons in 

processions 

6 4 24 All electrics located on floats should be adequately protected 

from water ingress from adverse weather conditions, or 
power should be removed if such an event should happen. 
Any mains power wiring should be wired from an RCD trip 
switch, to isolate all power to the float. 

Hypothermia Persons in 

processions 

6 2 12 Suitable clothing to be provided in case of adverse weather 

Conditions 

Food 

Stalls/Outlet 

Food Poisoning All 3 3 9 All food outlets to have a Hygiene certificate which should be 

presented on request. All food stall outlets must have their own 
public liability and employer’s liability insurance. 

Crowded Streets Crushing Public 5 2 10 Stewards to review crowd situation and move people to safer 

spots if deemed necessary. Police to assist where required 

Falling into Road Public 5 2 10 Stewards to review crowd situation and move people to safer 

spots if deemed necessary. Police to assist where required 

Crowd unable to 

identify stewards 

 2 4 8 Steward to wear a stewards armband as a minimum, if 

possible high visibility wear is also recommended 

Road Traffic Congestion Public 5 4 20 Public to use designated car parks and advised that they are 

not allowed to park along side of roads and side streets 

Accidents in car park Public 3 3 9 Stewards to be provide to assistance in public in cark parks, 

car drivers to be advised of a 10 mph speed limit in car park 
areas. 

Children Risk of Injury All 4 4 18 Any children taking part in carnival should be adequately 

supervised by adults whether taking part in a walking or motorised  

category. A ratio of 1 adults to every 4 children is recommended. 

Emergency 

Vehicles 

Unable to get through 

streets due to 
procession and 
Spectators 

All 6 2 12 Stewards to have a pre-procession brief to create an action 

plan this should include liaising with the police officers that 
are supporting them at the carnival. (See note 1) Action plans 
should include: A method of clearing the street of the 
procession by the quickest means possible. (See note 2) 

Alternative route should be provided for emergency vehicles 

if deemed the quickest method of getting to the destination 

 

Note 1: There should be a main steward in charge of all stewards and this should be his only responsibility.  Communication methods need 
to be via radios or mobiles, all stewards are to ensure they have fully charged radios/mobiles. If an emergency happens and the Main Steward is 
not contactable the steward in the vicinity needs to take charge of the situation. 

 
Note 2: The most suitable method as discussed with the council and RTA officer is the keep all walkers together with a steward supervising, in 
the event of an emergency vehicle needing access the walkers are to be dispersed to the side of the roads and all floats to be shunted up into 

the space to allow clearance where it is required. Obviously this will depend on the route the emergency vehicle wants to take, it may be better 
to disperse of floats down other side streets as required, good local street knowledge will be very useful for all stewards.  


